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Readin' the news with Dirk. A Dark Dirk thread.

All right, as Beto said the other day WHAT THE FUCK is this shit?

@_danmangan @schwartznbc

Jeffrey Epstein 'misappropriated vast sums of money from me,' Les W…
L Brands founder Les Wexner says he learned that the money was taken only after
he decided in 2007 to sever ties with Epstein, a former friend of President Donald
Trump and Bill Clinton.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/07/jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-vast-sums-les-wexn…

CNBC has nothing better to do than publish Les "Serial Rapist Enabler" Wexner's

completely bullshit cover story? DO WE HAVE TO HAVE A FULL TEXT

RECITATION OF THIS TRASH?

Wexner World: I'm SUCH A TREMENDOUS FAT CAT THAT a serial pedophile

rapist stole 46 Million Dollars from me; I didn't notice and I didn't tell the police.

Hey CNBC - ask this question. If Epstein stole "vast sums" from Wexner's personal

fortune, AND RETURNED IT TO HIS FOUNDATION, why isn't that tax fraud and

NY Foundations crime?
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Hey CNBC - Ask this question: Why didn't you (Wexner) do something when Epstein

was using your good name to prey on vulnerable girls?

OH YOU DID DO SOMETHING, YOU GAVE HIM A HOUSE AND A FORTUNE.

Jeffrey Epstein Pretended He Was a Model Scout for Victoria's Secret t…
The New York Times has come out with a deeply reported investigation on Jeffrey
Epstein’s ties to Leslie Wexner, the billionaire founder of the Limited, Bath and
Body Works, and the CEO of L Brands,…

https://jezebel.com/jeffrey-epstein-pretended-he-was-a-model-scout-for-vict-1836724527

CNBC Why are you giving cover for a man that enabled this?

Oh, my bad, everything is OK, the victims are good, because Wexner is going to

"PRAY FOR THEIR HEALING."

Hey CNBC, I hope you dopes got paid to publish this drivel. Otherwise, I kinda feel

like you are in some weird Stockholm Syndrome situation. Surely you didn't give this

up for free?

Hey @CNBC while you are here ... why don't you ask Serial Child Rapist Enabler
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Wexner if he is going to do anything more concrete than pray for the victims?

@CNBC And how about asking WHY DID YOU GIVE HIM A $77M NY

TOWNHOUSE 5 years after his conviction? And how in the world is this not some

kind of crime or coverup?

Here's how Jeffrey Epstein may have acquired a $77 million Upper Eas…
Epstein's Manhattan mansion is as mysterious as the multimillionaire himself. The
townhouse was transferred to Epstein for $0 in 2011.

https://www.businessinsider.com/jeffrey-epstein-bought-nyc-townhouse-how-2019-7

@CNBC All the rest of y'all, please do me a favor and follow my band

@dirkandthetruth -- it rarely deals in Dark Dirk and its nice to keep numbers up for

appearance's sake.

@CNBC @dirkandthetruth How about this question: If you weren't hiding your own

crimes, why didn't you go to the police when Serial Pedophile Rapist Embezzler

Epstein stole $46 Million Dollars and your $77 Million Dollar NY Mansion?

@CNBC @dirkandthetruth @WendySiegelman calls bullshit, too.

Wendy Siegelman
@WendySiegelman

Leslie Wexner Says Jeffrey Epstein ‘Misappropriated Vast Sums 
of Money From Me' - Billionaire behind Victoria’s Secret said in 
letter to foundation Epstein misappropriated at least $46mil 
 

really? he discovered this a decade ago and didn't mention 
it...wsj.com/articles/lesli…
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375 11:40 PM - Aug 7, 2019

255 people are talking about this

Leslie Wexner Says Jeffrey Epstein ‘Misappropriated Vast Su…
Leslie Wexner, the billionaire behind Victoria’s Secret, said in a letter
that his former money manager Jeffrey Epstein misappropriated more
wsj.com

Julie Brown @jkbjournalist calls bs (so it's bs)

julie k. brown
@jkbjournalist

ICYMI: Remember Victoria's Secret owner Les Wexner has been 
accused by one of Jeffrey Epstein's alleged victims of playing a 
role in helping Epstein. Maria Farmer alleges that Wexner's 
security tried to prevent her from leaving in his Ohio mansion. 
miamiherald.com/news/nation-wo…

925 2:57 PM - Aug 8, 2019

582 people are talking about this

New Jeffrey Epstein accuser goes public; defamation lawsuit t…
A new victim has gone public, saying Jeffrey Epstein sexually abused
her as part of a defamation lawsuit that targets the multimillionaire’s
miamiherald.com
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